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TRENDS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES IN ASIA
C. YAMUNA MENON AND SREGURUPRIYA AYAPPAN*
ABSTRACT
Environmental crimes are a threat to natural resources, peace, security and development. Asia,
being a treasure of natural resources, is under pressure to combat such crimes. However, there
are certain gaps in tackling environmental crimes. This is because of the inevitability in divorcing
inherent biases in the laws that are framed to fight environmental crimes. Many instances show
that what constitutes harms against the environment is mediated by non-environmental
considerations like economy, ease of doing business, politics and culture. Asian nations are no
exception to this especially in the context of their desire to industrialise rapidly and achieve
economic growth.

INTRODUCTION
Environmental crimes are on the rise across the globe and, as a result, the world is being dredged
of its rich natural resource base. Transnational environmental crimes, in particular, attract people
due to lucrative deals and lower risks. In 2016, environmental crimes were evaluated at US$91259 billion annually, placing it at fourth in the list of economically lucrative criminal acts after
drugs, counterfeit and human trafficking. 1
Unfortunately, until recently, most countries did not accord any priority to environmental crimes.
This created a dearth in appropriate and proportionate governmental response to fight such crimes.
One United Nations (“UN”) study identified certain gaps in tackling environmental crimes due to
reasons like lack of data, knowledge and awareness, inadequate use of legislation, lack of
* Menon and Ayappan are final year B.A. LL.B. (Hons.) students at National Law School of India University,
Bangalore. This paper was commissioned for LAWASIA by the Anil Divan Foundation. It has been made possible
by the unstinting support of Senior Advocate Shyam Divan. We would like to acknowledge and extend our heartfelt
gratitude to Prof. (Dr.) M.K. Ramesh for guiding us throughout the development of this paper into a coherent whole
by providing helpful insights and sharing his expertise.
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institutional will and governance, lack of capacity in the enforcement chain, lack of national and
international cooperation and information sharing among authorities, and lack of engagement with
private actors and local communities. 2
Environmental crimes are a threat to natural resources, peace, security and development. 3 In
addition to the traditionally understood environmental crimes such as wildlife crimes, pollution,
and forestry crimes, newer kinds of crime like carbon trade and water management crime are
arising. 4 Asia, a treasure of natural resources and home to a wide variety of flora and fauna, is
under pressure to combat such crimes. Further, the pursuit of economic development and rapid
industrialization add to these woes. Against this backdrop, it becomes crucial to examine the
current capabilities of Asian countries to fight such environmental crimes.
In this paper, eight Asian countries have been chosen. An attempt has been made to study their
legal-procedural frameworks to deal with environmental crimes, the status of implementation and
the adjudicatory responses. The effort is to understand the way in which environmental crimes are
understood and perceived by these nations to gauge the trends in environmental crimes in Asia.
The paper is limited to these eight Asian countries and their legal frameworks.
It is argued in this paper that what constitutes environment harm is mediated by non-environmental
considerations. This is further specific to the history, context and priorities of a nation. The study
of the eight Asian nations helps in establishing the same.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES: OVERVIEW
Environmental crime is a complex and ambiguous term. 5 The approaches to understanding
environmental crimes vary - whether it is merely violation of legal codes as defined by law or
whether it should also include the risks and harm to environment. 6 Over the years, it has become
an umbrella term to cover crimes related to biodiversity, natural resources and environmental
quality. 7 Biodiversity related crimes include: illegal acts that impact flora, fauna and their habitat;
cruelty to wildlife; and illegal trade, to name a few. Exploitation of natural resources is understood
to cover illegal mining and fishing among others. Concerns regarding environmental quality are
rising on exponentially with increase in pollution of various kinds and hazardous waste generation.
Therefore, environmental crimes are evolving in character and encompass a wide variety of
actions. They cannot be restricted into a singular and one-dimensional definition.
Scholars have attempted to capture the various dimensions of environmental crimes. For instance,
White and Heckenberg bring out ‘brown’, ‘green’ and ‘white’ environmental concerns where
‘brown’ relates to the urban life and pollution, ‘green’ refers to the wilderness areas and
conservation issues and ‘white' include impact of new technologies like genetically modified
organisms. 8 These environmental offences may be committed by individuals, groups, governments
or businesses. Currently, there is no international treaty on tackling environmental damage. The
only guiding instrument in this regard is the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) Guidelines for
the Development of Domestic Legislation on Liability, Response Action and Compensation for
Damage Caused by Activities Dangerous to the Environment adopted in 2010. Under this, such
environmental damage can be a product of “not complying with applicable statutory or regulatory
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requirements or through wrongful international, reckless or negligent acts or omissions”. 9 In this
paper, while analyzing the approaches to environmental crimes across selected Asian nations, the
focus is placed on the statutory framework and its violation. This is to comprehend the diverse
approaches that inform the idea of environmental crimes in different regions.
It is noteworthy that the UNEP guidelines follow a strict liability standard and define
environmental damage to include a series of effects resulting from actions of offenders. For
instance, it considers the reduction or loss of the ability of the environment to provide goods as
environmental damage. 10 The differences in approach to environmental crimes have also given
roots to various theoretical approaches, for instance, the deterrence theory, in regulation of the
same. 11 In framing the regulations, a shift to smart regulation which includes combining economic
incentives, regulatory instruments, self-regulation and third parties, would ensure flexibility and
tailored solutions to environmental problems. 12
On the other hand, approaches to deciphering environmental harms are based on major tenets of
green criminology, state-corporate crime, ecofeminism, environmental racism/justice and deep
ecology. These help in a legalistic approach along with studying the role of corporate, social,
economic and political factors on environmental harms and risks. 13 This paper does not extend to
a detailed discussion of these theoretical frameworks. That said, this diversity of perspectives to
environmental crimes is important to understand its impact on global community and to frame the
access to healthy environment as a human right.
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APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES IN ASIA
Economic growth and globalization have drawn immense amounts of natural resources from the
Asian nations. The threat of environmental crimes goes beyond transnational boundaries affecting
the global environment heritage. These crimes are dealt with at a domestic level and require a
study to understand their effectiveness and future recourse. This paper has undertaken study of the
legal-procedural framework on environmental crimes in the following eight Asian countries:
Indonesia, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, Japan, South Korea, China, Thailand and India.
These countries were selected based on three parameters: (i) their geographical position in Asia,
(ii) countries which are part of the International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime partners
with regional hubs 14 and, (iii) economic wealth in the form of the nominal GDP released by the
International Monetary Fund (World Economic Outlook, April 2019).

15

Considering the

composition of countries in each of these indicators along with overlaps, eight Asian countries are
studied below for their approaches to environmental crimes.

Indonesia
Indonesia, a sprawling archipelago, is a rich source of diverse flora and fauna and thick cover of
forests. However, it faces the highest rate of deforestation. 16 With the decentralization reforms in
1999, there were authorities in huge numbers at the local level who exercised their powers to issue
licenses for use of natural resources, which trumped environmental concerns. 17 In addition,
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Indonesia is facing a significant cut in its forest cover especially, palm oil plantations and
consequent emission of greenhouse gases (fifth largest 18) due to clearing through burning. 19
While Indonesia has legislationin place to fight these environmental issues, its implementation, as
discussed later, is lackluster. The Environmental Protection and Management Act, 2009 (EPMA)
is the governing law on environment protection and regulation in Indonesia. 20 The Act itself
mentions that it is different from the prior law of 1997, by placing focus on good governance which
is inspired by aspects of transparency, participation, accountability and justice. 21 Additionally,
there are sectoral laws on industry, plantations, marine affairs among others. There are also subnational environment laws at the district or provincial level. 22
The position of law in dealing with environmental crimes prior to the 2009 law created a favourable
mechanism for companies to pollute the environment. The heart of the law required an
administrative violation for an environmental crime to be established. For instance, a company can
simply pollute the environment if all their permits are in order, because there is a lack of
administrative violation in this instance. 23 The 2009 law changed this position which allowed
charges against companies even if permits, for instance, are in order. However, to the fear of
environmental activists, the 2018 proposed revision to the criminal code in Indonesia will bring
back the prior 2009 position which will make environment law enforcement a hard nut to crack. 24
The Ministry of Environment and Forest (after a merger in 2014 of the Environment Ministry and
Forest Ministry) is the main administering body, along with governors, mayors/regents and
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technical implementation units in 5 units across Indonesia. 25 The enforcement approach is through
precautionary principle wherein the officials issue warnings, sanctions and revoke permits. 26 The
government records also show actions taken against such crimes during this period. Some of the
actions are as follows: 393 administrative sanctions, consisting of 189 formal warnings,
23 reprimand letters, 156 coercions, 21 license suspensions, and 3 revocations of permission. 27 A
special task force is in place in Indonesia to prevent and combat illegal, unreported and unregulated
overfishing in the marine sources. 28Along with the investigation conducted by police forces, a
category of officials called the civil servant investigators also conduct investigation into the
violations/ environmental crime. 29
According to WWF Indonesia, environmental crimes are getting recognized as serious crimes. In
2017, it was reported that Ditjen Gakkum KLHK (Directorate General of Law Enforcement of the
Ministry of Environment and Forestry) was able to resolve 75 cases that came before it. 30 The
period 2015-2017 witnessed various environmental crimes. Indonesia lost 7.090 m3 of land due to
illegal logging, around 4.2 million hectare (ha) from land clearing, and 11.636 units of wild plants
and animals trafficking, to name a few. 31
Indonesian Forum for the Environment (Walhi) executive director, almost a year ago brought out
the lack of implementation of the law that is put in place in Indonesia to fight environmental
crimes. The main causes for the same were the lack of awareness of the government officials –
one, about the protocol and second, the channels to initiate immediate action. 32 For instance, while
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placing restrictions on burning, the EPMA recognizes local wisdom. The Act also elucidates the
same to mean maximum size of two hectares per head of family. 33 However, these communal
allocations can be purchased by big corporate for private exploitative purposes. Such loopholes
are not identified by officials and often get overlooked while addressing environmental crimes.
Law Enforcement Director General Rasio Ridho Sani at the Environment and Forestry Ministry
said in 2018 that majority of the cases that finally reach the courts do not involve corporations but
individuals. 34 There was an open admission that bringing corporations to the court has been
difficult because of the imbalance in resources that they can employ to fight the cases and adduce
favourable expert evidence. 35 There are reports which claim that the loopholes in Indonesian
corruption law add to the peril of perpetuation of environmental crimes in Indonesia. 36
Citizens can bring suits against government or officials for alleged violations of environmental
protection norms or abuse of power in administrative courts. In addition to this, environmental
crimes can proceed in general courts as general civil or criminal cases. The Constitutional Court
can enforce the Constitutional right relating to environment. Functioning of these courts is
considered to be ineffective, wherein instances of succeeding in an environmental protection case
for the victim and consequently enforcing it, is rare in number. 37
Moreover, the punishment given after court proceedings in environmental crime cases are very
low sanctions. For instance, in 2015 there were 25 cases before the Supreme Court on
environmental crimes. Out of this just one case resulted in a punishment above 3 years. The rest
either found the accused not guilty or provided a very low imprisonment period. 38
Amidst proposals by civil society to introduce environmental judicature or special environment
court, the Indonesian government relied on certified environmental judges. 39 The approaches by
33
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the court have also been discretionary and not uniform in applying principles. In Dedi et
al v PT Perhutani, 40 the Court applied precautionary principles to establish strict liability for
environmental damage. In 2015, the court adopted a ‘nature favour’ approach to impose liability
and order compensation by evaluating loss from burning forests using scientific evidence. 41 On
the other hand, the judges of the constitutional courts have given importance to human rights and
environmental protection goals, but have failed to explain the decision leading to lack of clarity in
enforcing the order. 42
There have also been attempts to undermine the decisions of courts through subsequent
regulations. While the court recognized the community rights to manage forests, 43 the government
regulation excluded community consultation for forest zonation.
Overall, the implementation of the legislative frameworks has been far from satisfactory. To
combat environmental crimes further and strengthen its mechanisms, Indonesia has committed to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 29% below business-as-usual projections by 2030 and 41%
with international support. 44
Singapore
Singapore is one of the smallest countries in the world located at the tip of the Malay peninsula.
Lacking natural resources, the country focused on its location to flourish trade and services. At the
same time, it never divorced environmental policies from economic development which has paved
way for Singapore to create a healthy environment and earn the tag of ‘City in a Garden’. 45
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Environmental law in Singapore comprises of the national legislation and the common law
principles. 46 In addition, the guidelines, regulations and rules issued by statutory bodies also
govern the environmental regulation processes. The Environmental Protection and Management
Act, 1999 (EPMA) is the overarching environment protection and resource conservation
legislation. Additionally, the Environmental Public Health Act, 1987 governs waste management.
There are various nature conservation laws in Singapore like the Trees and Parks Act, the Wild
Animals and Birds Act 47 which strive towards conserving its natural areas. In addition to this, there
are energy conservation laws 48
The EPMA requires special permit to carry on industrial emissions and it places compliance
requirements from those entities. 49 More stringent measures are placed on dark smoke through the
EMP (Air Impurities) Regulations. 50 Interestingly, Singapore allows tax incentives and tax
deductions for adopting energy-efficient equipment as a step towards promoting environmentfriendly methods. 51 It also economically disincentivises vehicular ownership through hefty import
taxes. 52 On the other hand, Singapore recently introduced tax burdens as well to reduce carbon
emission. Singapore has implemented a carbon tax from 2019. 53
Singapore has a Transboundary Haze Pollution Act of 2014, which aims to ‘punish those
responsible for causing or condoning fires if the burning results in unhealthy levels of haze in
Singapore’. The key highlight of the Act is that it brings the violator as well as the contributor
before the law. 54 This also brings down the threshold requirement of burden of proof to proceed
against such persons.
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Singapore also has an effective waste management system and draconian anti-littering laws. 55
Illegal dumping is a serious offence for which arrest can be made without warrant. On repeated
offences, the law prescribes mandatory imprisonment. 56 Therefore, through stringent penalties and
its deterrent effect, Singapore tries to imbibe a shift in the people’s approach to natural resources
and adopt an environment friendly way of life. However, Singapore does not have a law that
mandates Environment Impact Assessments (EIA) or making such studies public. Nevertheless
recently, there are steps to make such reports public in cases involving public interest. 57
The Ministry of Environment and Water Resources, along with its two statutory bodies the
National Environment Agency and the Public Utility Board, monitors the implementation of the
environment related laws. These bodies also work in association with the Ministry of National
Development.
Criminal sanctions, administrative guidelines and civil sanctions are the three ways through which
environmental law is enforced in Singapore, with criminal sanctions being the common means. 58
Jurisdiction for the different courts varies. It depends on the maximum sentence and the amount
of the claim. As the laws that protect the environment usually carry fines not exceeding S$20,000
and imprisonment not exceeding two years, infringements of these laws are heard by the
Magistrates’ Courts. Fines of up to S$100,000 can be imposed for serious breaches of the law and
these cases will be heard by District Courts. 59
There is a dearth of recent cases concerning environmental crimes in Singapore. This evidences
the fact that Singapore has been successfully implementing its laws and creating a safe
environment for its residents to live in. At present, the air and water quality in Singapore are well
within US-EPA and WHO standards. 60 Without a doubt, the strict enforcement of the laws has
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created deterrent effects within society. This could be a typical example of law leading a societal
transformation.

United Arab Emirates
While the United Arab Emirates (UAE), like other Gulf countries, has become synonymous with
oil-minted wealth and soaring skyscrapers, it is also home to a complex, beautiful yet fragile
environment. 61 Due to the rapid development, rising immigrant population, construction and
mining activities and the effects of climate change, it is faced with huge challenges to its natural
environment with these activities causing significant damage to the ecosystem. 62 Realising the
need for stricter protection laws, the UAE has a slew of statutes that deal with wide ranging
environmental issues to create a strong protection regime, at least on paper.
The UAE is a federation of seven emirates and the federal constitution allows for allocation of
powers between the federal government and the emirates. As a result, the body of environmental
laws too exists at both levels. 63 Since it is not possible to map out the entirety of these laws due to
spatial constraints, we shall focus on the Federal laws. The primary legislation for environmental
protection in the UAE is Federal Law No. 24 of 199 for the protection and development of the
environment. 64
There are around twenty specific laws that deal with conservation of aquatic resources, 65
regulating hunting of birds and animals, 66 waste management, 67 air pollution, agricultural
protection, mining activities and others. The categories of environmental laws in UAE can be
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broadly be divided into ownership of dangerous animals, preservation of plant species, sea
dumping and pollution, nature reserves. 68
These acts set out criminal and civil penalties for environmental offences which are enforced by
the relevant authority depending on the type of offence. 69 Punitive fines ranging from AED 2000
to 20000 can be imposed on offenders and terms of imprisonment may vary from one to ten years. 70
Given the wide range of construction and mining projects, the laws mandate environmental impact
assessments for projects that fall within the list released by the concerned environmental agencies.
Non-compliance with these procedural requirements can result in punitive fines ranging from
AED 1000 to AED 1 million with imprisonment of up to one year. 71
The Federal Act No.24 defines the term environment as consisting of two elements - the natural
element which includes human, animals, plants, other living species, natural resources of air, soil,
and water, bio and non-bio materials, and natural ecosystems; and the artificial environment which
includes all man-made constructions, i.e. roads, bridges, airports, transportation, industries and
technologies. 72 Similarly, it adopts a comprehensive definition of the term pollution; it defines
“environmental pollution” 73 along with certain forms of pollution i.e. water and air pollution. The
same approach was applied by the Act in defining the term “waste”. 74
While most of these pieces of legislation are old, in 2018 a new federal law was enacted to update
the regulation of waste management. 75 While it does not impose imprisonment, it creates a number
of offences with penalties ranging from AED 30,000 to 1,000,000. 76 These include actions like
burning or burial of wastes in open spaces, public areas, water bodies and non-compliance with
the provisions of the Act. The Federal Act No. 24 criminalises several acts like carrying hazardous
68
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substances, 77 wastes and pollutants in a marine vessel without permission, 78 spillage, 79 discharge
of industrial effluents 80 without treatment, to name a few with a penalty of imprisonment. 81
The UAE is a party to a host of regional and international conventions on environmental protection.
As a result, its laws and judicial decisions reflect the principles of sustainability, precautionary
principles, polluter pays principle and public participation. 82 Both civil courts and criminal courts
have jurisdiction to hear environmental matters and there is no specific environmental court. Their
legal system is complex as core principles are drawn from Sharia and there is an influence of
European civil law, Egyptian legal code, French system and common law. 83 Further, language acts
as a huge barrier. Hence, we could not access the decisions and could not find statistics to track
trends in arrests and convictions in cases of environmental crimes in UAE.

Japan
Japan comprises of four main islands and thousands of other small islands. This sovereign island
nation is located on the Northern Coast of Pacific Asia. Surprisingly, only 18 % of Japans’ land is
suitable for settlement, which is a reason why the population of this great nation is clustered in the
central cities. 84 This puts a lot of pressure on the environment. Further, being a developed country
with high consumption rates, the waste generation is also quite high. It is also extremely vulnerable
to coastal disasters. 85 Thus, the country places a lot of primacy on environmental protection.
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Japan was one of the first countries to create environmental offences in the 1970s, giving Japan
one of the strictest anti-pollution laws in the world. 86 It criminalized acts of pollution that
endangered human health. 87 It also created offences for regulatory non-compliance by penalising
the responsible company officials. 88 The maximum number of arrests happened under Waste
Disposal Law until the 2000s. 89 However, despite being a pioneer in environmental criminal law,
it was implemented with differing intensities in different phases as illustrated in the figure
below 90 and overall, the trend nowadays is for environmental litigation to be fought in
administrative and civil courts than criminal courts. 91
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The current environmental law regime in Japan is the Basic Environmental Law, 1994 which sets
out three basic principles for environmental conservation and the responsibilities of each sector of
the society -- including the national and local governments, corporations, and citizens -- in living
up to these principles and lays down environmental policies. 92 This is supplemented by other key
pieces of legislation dealing with specific subject matters like the Water Pollution Control Law,
Air Pollution Control Law, Environmental Impact Assessment Law, Waste Disposal and Public
Cleansing Law, Soil Contamination Countermeasures Law and Pollutant Release and Transfer
Registers Law. 93 Each of these creates environmental offences. For example, non-compliance with
effluent water standards and lack of clean-up could result in imposition of imprisonment and
fines. 94
Similarly, individuals breaching air pollution emission standards can be imprisoned and fined. 95
Illegal waste disposal through any of the following means - be it operating without a license,
installing waste disposal facilities without permission, violating orders to suspend business or take
certain measures, illegal dumping or illegal incineration - attract one of the harshest punishments. 96
The same applies to soil contamination or use of substances like asbestos which affect public
health. 97 Interestingly, non-compliance with environmental impact assessment does not attract
punishment and the only disincentive, so to say, is not granting a license for those projects which
do not fulfil the procedural requirements. 98 The following figure shows more recent data on arrests
for environmental crimes.
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Despite these incident numbers, the Japanese seem to prefer to use alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms or civil and administrative litigation as the number of cases in which the Japanese
Supreme Court has rendered judgments is quite low till date. 99 Until 2000, there were only two
environmental crime matters that reached the apex court and less than ten cases in any criminal
court in which judgment had been rendered. 100

South Korea
South Korea stands comparatively behind when it comes to abundance of natural resources and
minerals. It has also faced stripping of its forest covers despite active reforestation efforts being
carried out. 101 Korea follows a positive law approach, wherein statutes are enacted to address any
of the environmental crisis that arises. Therefore, a command and control regulation system is
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prevalent in South Korea in addition to market based instruments like the Korean Emissions
Trading Scheme introduced in 2015. 102
Korean environmental law has its foundations in constitutional provisions which recognise a right
to a healthy and pleasant environment. The constitution also mandates that legislation be in place
to exercise this right. 103 In pursuance of the same, the Framework Act on Environment Policy
(FAEP) and the Environment Impact Assessment Act has established the polluter pay and
precautionary principles in Korean environmental law. It recognizes environmental pollution,
which causes damage to human health and environment, and environmental damage which is akin
to natural resource damage. 104The government has also introduced integrated licenses and permit
systems in 2017 which allows the management of such permissions across sectors for
businesses. 105
In addition to air, water and ocean preservation legislation, Korea is also home to the Soil
Environment Conservation Act. This Act adopts a strict liability scheme for soil contamination
with retroactive effect. 106 Adding to these efforts are the recycling legislation introduced in 2018107
and the Natural Environment Conservation Act. The Act on Liability for Environmental Damage
and Relief was enacted in 2014 to provide prompt and adequate relief. ‘Prior to the enactment of
this Act, relief from environmental pollution was mainly covered by civil litigation, but for the
grant of monetary awards a demonstration of the defendant’s intention or negligence, causation,
illegality, harm done to the plaintiff etc. were needed, making recovery both time-consuming and
expensive’. 108
The Korean Ministry of Environment works in tandem with the Public Prosecutor’s office for
investigation and prosecution purposes. The criminal sanctions are determined along the lines of
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various specific statutes governing that sector and Act on the Control and Aggravated Punishment
of Environmental Offences. The Korean Supreme Court has been reluctant in recognizing the
citizens’ constitutional right as being self-executing; that is, to question the government for lack
of environment protection enhancing legislation. The Supreme Court has only recognized the
‘legal interest’ of the residents of an area which has potential to undergo environmental changes.
This means that the court approaches such environment disputes on the basis of property rights.109
Following is the list of arrests for environmental crimes in South Korea for 2011 to 2015:
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The main issue that arises in reaching a sanction at the end of a criminal prosecution is the burden
of proof for establishing knowledge. 111 Moreover, Korean law does not recognize citizen lawsuits
and mandamus against government agents. This places judiciary in a passive role with respect to
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scrutinizing environment law implementation 112 and undermines the significance of private
enforcement of environmental law.

China
China, in its efforts for rapid economic growth, suffered repercussions on its environment and
natural resources. One of the rising concerns in China is the air pollution consequent to emissions
stemming from vigorous industrialization. 113 To combat the same, several laws were enacted in
China - Prevention and Control of Water Pollution, Law on the Prevention and Control of Air
Pollution, Law on the Prevention and Control of Environmental Pollution by Solid Wastes, Marine
Environment Protection Law, Forestry Law, Grassland Law, Fisheries Law, Mineral Resources
Law, Land Administration Law, Water Resources Law, Law on the Protection of Wild Animals,
Law on Water and Soil Conservation, and Agriculture Law.
The foundational law that governs environmental protection in China is the Environmental
Protection Law, 2015. It is founded on the idea of coordinated development between economic
construction, social progress and environmental protection. 114
The Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) was created and gained huge importance as an
essential department of the State Council. On the adjudication front, ‘there are now more than 130
such courts throughout China. The central government endorsed this effort by establishing
an environmental tribunal within the Supreme People’s Court, the highest court in China’. 115
However, the environmental courts were flexible, allowed strategies to pursue economic growth
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and served as a social awareness creating institution. It was in turn serving the political logic. 116
Therefore, their role in implementing environmental protection measures is to be questioned.
Even though officials are equipped to issue fines on a daily basis, the law lacks in imposing liability
based on the accountability that must be shown by an official. This raises questions about the
strength of implementation. 117 Continuing its efforts to fight the emissions and to create a deterrent
effect, China introduced the 2017 Environmental Protection Tax Law which imposes tax burden
for emission of pollutants.
In 2016, there were 2023 environmental violation cases with criminal charges. China arrested
15,095 people for environmental crimes in 2018. Authorities also prosecuted 42,195 people for a
range of environmental offences in 2018. 118 However, as pointed out previously, cases resulting
in sanction after court proceedings remained inaccessible and without clarity.

Thailand
Thailand has a range of environment related issues that have led to an acute crisis. It was one of
the first Southeast nations to adopt an industrialisation policy focused on attracting foreign
investment. Unfortunately, this happened at the cost of environment related problems. In
particular, Bangkok and its surrounding provinces, which contain over half of the factories and a
fifth of the population, suffer from severe air pollution and grave water crisis due to untreated
effluent discharge to name a few problems. 119
The legal regime in Thailand to deal with these problems is quite elaborate. The Constitution itself
enshrines the policy that exploitation of natural resources must not overrun conservation
principles. 120 Until 1974, there were different statutes dealing with specific issues like forest,
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mineral, marine resources and health but the constitutional conservation principles were not
incorporated in them.
Then came a unified environmental law titled the 'Enhancement and Conservation of National
Environmental Quality Act' (NEQA) that was enacted in 1975. It created an advisory body called
the National Environment Body and a central government agency to handle environmental
problems. This statute was then overhauled and a new act with the same title was enacted in 1992
which is currently the primary legislation that governs the system.
The law now recognizes certain environmental rights and duties of Thai citizens to participate in
government efforts to protect the environment and promotes public participation by allowing
environmental citizen groups organized as juristic persons under Thai or foreign law to register as
an environmental non-governmental organization in order to be eligible for certain government
assistance and support. 121
Further, an entire chapter of the Act prescribes a number of offences that are criminally punishable
by imprisonment and/or fine. 122 The penalty for each offence is quite severe. For example, an
owner or a possessor of point source of pollution who refrains from having the wastewater or
wastes treated properly or violates the environmental audit and monitoring requirement is
subjected to imprisonment not exceeding 1 year or fine of not exceeding 100,000 Baht, or both. 123
In addition to this unified legislation, there are a few specialized laws like the Fisheries Act which
too create environmental offences. For instance, Section 19 penalizes discharge of hazardous
substances into fishable water with imprisonment up to 5 years and a fine up to 10,000 Baht.124
Similarly, Section 119 of the Harbor Act criminalizes disposal of oil or chemical substances into
“public navigable water” with imprisonment up to three years or fine of up to six thousand Baht,
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or both. 125 Section 28 of the Public Irrigation Act punishes the same act with imprisonment up to
two years or fine of not exceeding one hundred thousand Baht, or both. 126
Thailand also has the practice of mandatory environmental impact assessment reports before new
developments are given the green signal. This has to be complied with by government agencies,
private entities and the state. There are heavy fines to be paid for non-compliance. 127 In April 2018,
an amendment was passed which modified the criteria, consideration processes and timing for
environment impact assessment reports. It also imposed penalties and daily fines for development
of projects without obtaining approval which was not provided for earlier. 128
Environmental violations in Thailand at the prosecution phase could be dealt with either civil,
criminal or administrative courts on the basis of the fact matrix of each case. 129 The Thailand
Supreme Court had established green courts at the different levels of the judiciary to help deal with
these matters with greater expertise and efficiency. However, these mostly deal with civil
litigation.130 There has been an increasing feeling amongst civil society that the judicial system in
Thailand is not succeeding at protecting victims of environmental damages and there have been
arguments made for a separate specialized court to be set up. 131 This seems justified by the
numbers illustrated in the figures below. 132
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In a new development, it appears that the National Reform Committee’s recommendation has been
accepted and Thailand’s first environmental court will start functioning in 2022 with its first task
being asserting the quantum of financial losses caused by environmental violations. 133

India
India is a large country with a lot of diversity in natural relief forms. It also has one of the largest
populations in the world which puts significant pressure on the natural environment and the need
for resources. The biggest problem that is plaguing India currently is the air pollution in the
national capital of Delhi. Apart from this, there are different acute crises in different parts of the
country including mining mafia in Gujarat, coastal regulation violations, deforestations, noncompliance with environmental impact assessments for large projects to name a few.
133
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The Constitution under Part IVA casts a duty on every citizen of India to protect and improve the
natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers and wildlife, and to have compassion for living
creatures. 134 Further, the Constitution of India under Part IV stipulates that the State shall
endeavour to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wildlife of the
country. 135
India has a lot of pieces of legislation which govern specific environmental issues, the six major
ones being the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, the Water (Prevention and
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974, the Environment Protection Act, 1986, the Hazardous Waste
Management Regulations, The Wildlife Protection Act, 1976 and the Indian Forest Rights Act
2006.
Each of these creates multiple environmental offences with heavy penalties including
imprisonment and fines which can be very harsh. For instance, in case of any non-compliance or
contravention of the Environment Act, or of the rules or directions under the Act, the violator will
be punishable with imprisonment up to five years or with fine up to Rs 1,00,000, or with both. In
case of continuation of such violation, an additional fine of up to Rs 5,000 for every day during
which such failure or contravention continues after the conviction for the first such failure or
contravention, will be levied. Further, if the violation continues beyond a period of one year after
the date of conviction, the offender shall face imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven
years. 136 They also create Pollution Control Boards and other nodal bodies under the statutes to
specifically regulate and ensure compliance. The aggrieved parties can pursue litigation if they
find their interests violated.
The National Green Tribunal (“NGT”) was established by the Ministry of Environment and Forests
in 2011. 137 It can entertain cases raising “substantial questions relating to the environment” which
arise from the implementation of seven laws, including those on air pollution, water pollution,
environment protection, and bio-diversity. It not only has appellate jurisdiction but also has
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original jurisdiction to decide certain categories of cases. Further it is empowered to award
compensation and direct restitution of damaged ecology and property. 138
In the case of Paryavaran Suraksha Samiti v. Union of India, 139 the NGT directed the Central
Pollution Board to come up with a formula for calculating compensation of environmental
damages. In 2019, the Board submitted a report laying down a formula which recommends
imposition of penalty up to Rs. 1 crore based on various categories under a Graded Response
Action Plan. 140
Since the NGT was established, the number of cases recorded by the police seems to have fallen
while court cases filed have soared. 141 Criticism against it has been levelled on the grounds that it
has overreached its mandate and behaves like the apex court of the land. 142
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While the above chart shows the official numbers, a lot of criticism has been levelled against them
stating that they grossly underrepresent the actual extent of environmental crimes 143 by presenting
a very strange picture where 75% of the violations are recorded in 2 out of 30 states 144 and that the
figures show that the pollution control boards prefer to issue civil notices even in situations of
blatant commissions of crime and most of the charges are slapped against forest dwellers for acts
like collection of firewood which they are actually legally entitled to. 145 In an attempt to rectify
this situation, in early January 2019 in the state of Maharashtra there have been talks of creating a
special environmental crimes unit in the police force to tackle the problem of Coastal Regulation
Zone and mangrove protection laws. 146 There has also been attempt by the government to adopt a
143
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softer approach to help restoration and afforestation through the National Afforestation and EcoDevelopment Board which was set up under the Ministry of Environment and Forests.

TRENDS ACROSS NATIONS AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS NEXUS
Across these eight countries, which are located in different regions of Asia, have different political
and legal systems and are performing vastly differently economically, the biggest commonality is
that not one country is safe from environmental issues. While it is trite to highlight the
transboundary quality of environmental pollution and climate change, 147 the fact that it is a concern
featuring all countries’ radars is important to note.
Further, across all these countries, we could see that criminal law had been deployed in some
manner in order to deal with environmental issues. This in itself does not bear many similarities
as there are countries like India which have a huge case backlog and countries like Japan and
Thailand where the courts rarely entertain such matters. We have higher number of arrests than
actually gets adjudicated in latter countries while arrest numbers are actually underrepresented in
the former and the officials are reluctant to file charges.
We found that the broad legislative approach of all these countries is similar to a general legislation
supported by subject specific legislation. Further, we can see that these pieces of legislation are
increasingly realising the role of corporations in environmental litigation, like in Indonesia, and
are amending it to take care of it while they still continue to try and maintain a balance with the
developmental activities and inflow foreign flow and, conservation of the environment.
We found that overall there is a move towards specialised treatment of environmental issues with
creation of either green benches in courts or entirely independent environmental law courts. There
is, however, a huge variation in the imposition of penalties and the severity and in the powers of
the Courts. For instance, South Korean courts cannot grant mandamus or help realise the rights of
the parties effectively. Understandably, this varies with the particularities of each nations’ crisis –
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for instance, UAE penalises oil spills and marine incidents extremely highly while Japan treats
pollution of water and treatment of fish rigorously.
There is also a difference in the tactics employed by each nation when it comes to compliance.
Singapore follows an incentives system using tax benefits instead of penalising for noncompliance with environmental impact assessment. Japan instead requires mandatory assessment
and clearance before setting up of a project but offers neither incentives nor punishments. On the
other hand, all the other countries offer some form of penalty for non-compliance.
Another primary similarity is that a few environmental offences are punished disproportionately
heavily to the harm that they actually cause. This includes examples from India like trespass into
forest land and Singapore like littering. These make one reconsider the boundaries of criminal law
itself and how to locate it within environmental jurisprudence which we shall explore shortly.
Before that, it would be useful to look at the various ways in which environmental criminal law
and human rights are interrelated. Prima facie there are three aspects which have been identified
by the UN: first, the environment is a pre-requisite for the enjoyment of human rights. 148 This
implies that human rights obligations of States should include the duty to ensure the level of
environmental protection necessary to allow the full exercise of protected rights. Second, certain
human rights, especially access to information, participation in decision-making, and access to
justice in environmental matters, are essential to good environmental decision-making. 149 This
implies that human rights must be implemented in order to ensure environmental protection.
Finally, the right to a safe, healthy and ecologically balanced environment as a human right in
itself. 150
Since some countries locate their responsibility in the Constitution itself, like India and Thailand
do, any violation of the environment is a violation of human rights itself, which is justification
enough for a criminal law approach. As seen in the survey above, countries that criminalize
environmental offences consider most of them to be regulatory offences, malum prohibitum, which
148
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means that coercive measures are limited, and sanctions are low. A few are included in criminal
law as malum in se. However, as evidence from these countries show, their enforcement is still
lacking. 151
Thus, it can be argued that in some respect, environmental criminality relates to the broader
concept of serious human rights violations and positive duties for states to protect life and living
quality standards, including those of minorities who live in areas with a great potential for natural
resources to be exploited. In other words, this recognition by the State that there is a mix of criminal
offences, human rights violations and societal harm at stake. 152 However, as we touched upon it
earlier, this intermix gives rise to deeper connections between environmental crimes and human
rights at the very level of drawing the definitions and boundaries of the former.
One of the leading voices in environmental crime scholarship, Rob White makes a compelling case
regarding this. He argues that this interrelationship finds place in the longstanding issues relating
to how ‘harm’ and ‘crime’ are to be defined in criminological terms, and of what the responses to
harm should consist. 153 Throughout this paper, we adopted the strict legal-procedural approach to
defining harm as we only looked at those acts which were criminalised by the states’ statutes. On
adopting a more critical and broader socio-legal approach, we start seeing how while the former
depends upon legal definitions that proscribe certain action in law, the latter allows for
investigation of phenomenon such as white-collar crime and denial of human rights through
reference to conceptions of harm which are not limited to definitions solely generated by the
State. 154 It also allows us to examine existing offences with reference to these conceptions of harm.
As it is evident, environmental criminal law deals with concerns across a wide range of
environments, be it land, air or water, and issues, be it fishing, pollution or toxic waste. When we
look at all these pieces of legislation and assess them from a multidisciplinary strategic perspective,
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we can see that most of what is deemed to be ‘criminal’ or ‘harmful’ are instances of harm arising
from imperfect operation such as pollution spills. 155
On the other hand, systemic harm which is created by normatively sanctioned forms of activity
such as clear felling of the Indonesian forests is not. This results in exacerbating the global
environmental problem despite increasing number of regulatory mechanisms. White attributes this
partly to the way in which environmental risk is categorised into specific events that attract
sanction while the broader legislative policy may allow more ecologically harmful practices to
continue. 156
Another way in which the legally defined environmental offences can be categorised are as primary
crimes that result directly from the destruction and degradation of the earth’s resources through
human actions, or secondary crimes that arise out of the non-compliance with rules that seek to
regulate environmental disasters. Thus, we can see that what an environmental crime is, is socially
constructed both through definitional processes and by the ways in which environmental law
enforcement is carried out in practice. 157
Thus, our measurement of crime is intertwined with our definition and these are stumbling blocks
in any study trying to determine trends in this area. 158 Those harms that are not legally criminalised
go undocumented or unacknowledged as environmental crimes and cannot be measured. It is also
difficult to gauge institutional biases inherent in this definitional and implementation drives. It is
equally important to keep in mind those who are victimised by environmental criminal law. 159
This is stark even from the brief survey of the eight countries that we undertook. For the longest
while, Indonesia did not even extend environmental criminal law to corporations. Japan and
Singapore still do not extend it in the case of environmental impact assessments, though arguably
general criminal law might apply instead. Singapore has draconian waste management laws and
India’s Forest Rights Act and Wildlife Protection Act end up criminalising acts of livelihood of
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traditional communities. Such a critical approach to these laws and the numbers of arrests on
analysis demographics shows how Franz Fanon’s idea of limiting what is defined as “violence”160
applies to what constitutes harms against the environment are mediated by non-environmental
considerations like economy, ease of doing business, politics and culture to name a few.

CONCLUSION
Eight Asian countries (Indonesia, Singapore, UAE, Japan, South Korea, China, Thailand and
India) were studied to understand the legal-procedural frameworks in these nations to fight
environmental crimes. Later, the effectiveness in its implementation coupled with the government
responses to such crimes was analysed to comprehend the attention given to combating
environmental crimes in Asia. For this, a legal and sociological perspective was adopted to mark
the trends in environmental crimes in this region. The way each of these nations compartmentalise
environmental risk is influenced by the inherent biases in definitional and implementation
practices. This stems from the particularities of a state – its national goals, priorities, economic
progress and culture. Therefore, what is construed as environmental harm or violence is greatly
motivated by non-environmental inspirations and “aspirations”.
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